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Swamy Ayyappa - Sabarimala 

 

The Sabarimala verdict of the Supreme Court allowing women of all ages to enter the temple, has 

led to widespread protests in Kerala. A verdict which is seen by many experts as being influenced 

by the western thoughts of equality. A post Victorian thought which does not have resonance with 

the Indian ethos.  

In Western World 
In the western world, women were always considered inferior to men, and thus it was necessary to 

bring in equality. But, in India, for many centuries, women were scholars, warriors and also 

mathematicians. So the thought of equality was not part of the Indian ethos. 

One often hears in the English language, the remark, “Behind every successful man is a woman”. This 

phrase conjures up an image of the woman being lesser than the male gender and playing only a 

supportive role, while the man is the achiever. 

 

 

Women not just equal, but beyond, i.e. Complementary  
In stark contrast to the above statement and view, in India and the Indian languages, the wife is 

called “Saha Dharmini”, meaning one who is along with the man. 

Women are not just Equal, but beyond, i.e Complementary. 

India has its concepts of Sama and Saha, as per the traditional ethos. 
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Sama is equal and Saha is complementary. 

In India and the Indian languages, the wife is called “Saha Dharmini”, meaning one who 

complements, along with the man.  The husband was called Saha Dharmin. 

Many commonly understand “Saha” to mean equal. But there is a different word for equal, 

namely “Sama”, meaning same level. The English word same has its roots in Sama.  

So the term “Saha Dharmini” has a deeper connotation. 

In many Indian languages and South East Asia languages like Bahasa of Indonesia and Malaya, 

brothers and sisters are called Sahodara and Sahodari respectively, meaning the ones who 

complement each other and share the joys and responsibilities of the family. 

Saha is more than just equal. 

Saha denotes a form of partnership, “co-” as in cooperative, togetherness. And for a partnership, 

togetherness and a cooperative effort to be successful, it calls for a sense of complementing one 

another to complete the task on hand effectively. The word Saha therefore denotes complementary, 

helping. 

If the two partners are just equals and have equal of everything, there definitely would be times 

when their strengths would add up and double the gains. But there would also be times when both 

would be found lacking and there would be great gaps and falls. 

While in the case of complementing, what one lacks, the other can provide, thus leaving no room for 

a gap in the collective unit. 

In the same way, women and men are have a complementary role to play in a society, and may not 

have equals of everything. 

 

Equals – leave gaps 
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Complementary Units – fit perfectly, no gaps 

Everything is cyclical 
In this world, everything is cyclical, be it ideas or concepts. The society keeps swinging between 

Harmony, Suppression and Resurgence. 

 

It is interesting to note that the Indian ethos speaks of this cyclical nature, as Kala Chakra. 
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Equality only a stepping stone to Complementary 
We are not denouncing the fight for equality. The fight for equality of women and women’s 

empowerment is only a stepping stone to the next natural step, progression to being 

complementary in nature.  

When there is suppression, then equality is the next logical step. From thereon, we need to move on 

to complementary. 

Complementary is in sync with Nature, Equality Not 
While complementary is in sync with Nature, equality is not. Only ideas that are in sync with Nature 

are beyond the time frames of decades and centuries.  

In short, Complementary is a long term idea and equality is a short term idea. 

Naishtika Brahmachari    
Swamy Ayyappa’s personal stated position is that of Naishtika Brahamacharya. 

The word Naishtika Brahmachari consists of three words, Brahma, Achar and Naishtika. 

Brahman 

Brahman here refers to the seeker of the Supreme Self, Brahman. 

More on Brahman in our book, Brand Bharat – Vol-5 – Future From India. 
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Achar  

Achar means “to act, practice, daily practices”. 

Brahmacharya 

These joint words of “Brahmacharya” denotes one who is in a pensive meditative state and is a 

celibate. 

Naishtika 

Naishtika refers to “constant. 

So, Naishtika Brahmachari is the One who constantly lives in the awareness of Brahman, and is a 

perpetual celibate. 

 

A Parallel from Shiva Purana 
A similar parallel case of Brahmacharya Vrata can be seen in the story of Shiva, from Shiva Purana, 

where we see the repercussions of Brahmacharya being disturbed. 

Shiva in His form as Shankara, before His marriage with Parvati was in a meditative state, with eyes 

90 percent closed. At this time, He was following Brahmacharya. In this state, He is aware but is 

meditative. Kamadeva disturbs Shiva's Brahmacharya and brings Him out of this meditative state. 
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Shiva burns Kama to ashes, through His meditative powers of his Tapa. 

Thus, our Purana, which are full of lessons, tell us that Brahmacharya is not to be disturbed. 

Ayyappa has retired to forest 
When Lord Ayyappa decided to observe Naishtika Brahmacharya, He did not stay in the Nagara of 

His kingdom. Instead He decided to retire to the forest away from society to observe His vrata, so 

that His vrata does not inconvenience people living in the society. He has gone aloof for His 

Tapasya, His Vrata. Now, we use modern antiquated jargons of equality and go to His secluded spot 

deep in the forest to disturb His Vrata. Are we not intruding into His private space, which He has 

asked for, taken and kept away from society? 

Lord Ayyappa is not keeping this Vrata in the middle of a town or a village and disturbing the 

movement of others. He has retired himself to the deepest and most inaccessible of the forest. He is 

not in the main society, but has moved away from the society. So to go there and disturb Him is 

neither social not right, when He is not disturbing you in your societal living. It is not respectful to 

go and poke somebody who has retired out of the organized society. 

This is a convention, custom and practice that has been accepted for thousands of years. 

 

 
 

Dense forest of Sabarimala 
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Murti - A Living Entity 
In Indian tradition of temples and murti, a murti becomes a living embodiment of the Divinity, once 

the Pranaprathishta and Eye Opening is performed.  

Pranaprathishta 

Pranaprathishta is a set of rituals whereby life is infused into the idol via mantras.  

Eye-Opening 

In the Eye – Opening ceremony, the pupils of the idol image is carved, opening the eyes of the Deity. 

The Murti is then revered and worshipped as a living entity. 

 

Eye opening ceremony of the deity at the Indian, Sri Venkata Krishna Temple in Phoenix, 

Arizona, USA 

http://www.bharathgyan.com/
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This concept of Pranaprathistha is also prevalent in China and Japan.  

 

Drawing the eye of a Daruma Doll, a popular Japanese tradition 

Left eye, at the start of a venture with prayers for success, right eye, once the venture succeeds 

 

Ayyappa – A Living Entity 

The Murti of Ayyappa at Sabarimala is a living entity, and the women of this land have for centuries 

respected the Brahmacharya vrata of this Divinity. 

Eternal Minor 

The Indian courts recognize that every vigraha, murthi is an eternal minor. The case in point is the 

Ayodhya Rama Janmabhumi Rama Lala. These are unique factors to Indian jurisprudence. 

More on Ayodhya and Rama Lala in our book Ayodhya – War and Peace. 
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Not Menstruation, but fertile phase 
In case of Sabarimala, women of a fertile age group had voluntarily kept away from Sabarimala for 

centuries, due to the Naishtika Brahmacharya vrata of the Deity here. A vrata or a vow is a part of 

the Indian practice, taken by people across the world, and across religions, including divine 

personalities, as is the case with Ayyappa Swamy here. 

Not looked upon as dirty 

Menstruation is not looked down as something dirty in this land. We recognize this fertility cycle of 

28 days. The fertility cycle of woman is also linked to the 28 day cycle of the Moon, dwipaksha. 

 

Phases of Moon - Krishna paksha (waxing) & Shukla paksha (waning) 

  

28 day cycle of women 
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The words moon, month, mensun, menstrual have all the same roots. 

This fertility cycle link to the moon is respected, observed and celebrated in India.  

More on this concept of the moon and fertility cycle in our book and film, Understanding Shiva. 

 

Unfortunately today, this tradition of woman of fertility age being barred at Sabarimala has been 

seen as being against the menstruating woman, and looked upon as infringing on her rights to pray. 

One needs to understand that this is in no way relating to this biological and pro-creative aspect of 

women, but is only a tradition based on a vow, vrata of Brahmacharya. 

Not an issue of rights  
In India, every temple as per the tradition allows women, and there are only a few temples like 

Sabarimala which bars woman of a certain age, based on tradition. Thus this need not been seen 

from the angle of the rights of women. For example, there are educational institutions in the 

country, catering to one gender, men or women. Should this then be taken as infringement on the 

rights of education of a specific gender? 

Notification of Kerala government, 1956 
A notification issued by the Kerala government on November 27th, 1956, states, “In accordance with 

the fundamental principles underlying the prathistha (installation) of the venerable holy and 

ancient temple of Sabarimala, Ayyappans (devotees) who had not observed the usual vows as well 

as women who had attained maturity were not in the habit of entering the temple for darshan by 

climbing the Pathinettampadi (18 steps).” 

A separate Denomination 
We also need to understand that Ayyappa and Sabarimala are a separate denomination, and have 

all the rights as per our Constitution. 

http://www.bharathgyan.com/
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Ayyappa – Life Story 

Sri Ayyappa belonged to the Kingdom of Pandalam. One day, while the Raja of Pandalam was 

travelling in a forest, he found a baby boy, and raised Him like his own son. He was named 

Manikanta.  

At the age of 12, the Raja wanted to coronate Manikanta as the prince, Yuvaraj. An evil minister of 

the King advised that only his biological son, who was younger to Manikanta can be the king. The 

minister and the queen plotted to end Manikanta’s life. The minister made the queen feign an illness 

and ask for tiger’s milk for cure. Manikanta was sent to bring tiger’s milk, and He returned riding a 

tigress. The king came to know of the divine stature of Manikanta, and decided to build a shrine for 

Him, which is the present Sabarimala Temple. 

 

Ayyappa – the embodiment of 5 elements 

Ayyappa as the name suggests is the embodiment of 5 primordial elements. They being – Akasha   ( 

space ), Vayu  ( air ), Agni ( fire ), Apah (water) and Prithvi ( earth ). That one visible to us is Jyothi –

 Tejas (fire or light). 

In the long dark nights what stands out is Jyothi or light. It is but appropriate that, during these long 

dark nights, when we celebrate a fresh breath of life, we celebrate it with light or Jyothi. 

Ayyappa is also known as an embodiment of Dharma. Dharma is not just noble deed but means the 

very characteristic of Nature itself. This celebration of Makara Sankranti every year, brings to our 

focus, our understanding of the annual turning of the Sun , of the changes taking place in Nature and 

new hope of life. 

http://www.bharathgyan.com/
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The very name Ayyappa in the South Indian languages, denotes the embodiment of 5, the 5 

Primordial elements of which this Universe or Prapancha is made of. 

Celebrating the festival of this Makara Sankranti in association with Ayyappa, brings to our 

attention that we and everything in this Prapancham is made up of Panchabhuta – the  Primordial 5 

elements. 

So when we say, Ayyappa Saranam , we pay obeisance to these 5 Primordial elements themselves. 

We pay obeisance to Ayyappa, son of Shiva the cause for the manifestation of matter and Vishnu, 

the all-pervading force which together keep this Universe conforming to the Dharma of the 

Universe and Nature. 

More on the Concept of Panchabhuta in our Book and Film – Creation – Srishti Vignana. 

 

Hari Hara Putra 

Now, one needs to understand the particular nature of the Ayyappa Madham. Ayyappa was born to 

Shiva and Vishnu in His form of Mohini.  

Just as Ardhanari is an image of Shiva in the form of half man and half woman, Shiva along with 

Narayana is another popular representation of Shiva. In this form, Shiva is called 

ShankaraNarayana or Hari Hara, where Hari stands for Narayana and Hara for Shiva. 

http://www.bharathgyan.com/
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Shankara Narayana 

Harihara or ShankarNarayana symbolizes the intricate relationship between sustenance and 

regeneration. It reminds us that these 2 activities are highly intertwined and interdependent 

because unless there is regeneration and recycling, there can be no sustainability. 

Sri Ayyappa who was born to Hari and Hara is a judicious, beautiful, sublime combination of tattva, 

concept, and principle of Panchabhuta and Hari Hara. 

 

Swamy Ayyappa  

More on the concept of Hari Hari in our book and film – Understanding Shiva and short film Hari 

Hara : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AgNbHLtH2pY&t=2s 

http://www.bharathgyan.com/
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Shadmadham 

People of this civilization followed the Sanathana Dharma, which is in sync with Nature in thought 

and practice. 

There are Shadmadham, 6 religions that have been practiced in Sanatana Dharma from ancient 

times, with their respective Divinities.  

1. Shaivam -  Shiva 

2. Vaishnavam - Vishnu 

3. Shaktham - Devi 

4. Ganpathyam - Ganesha 

5. Kaumaram - Muruga 

6. Sauram – Surya – Sun 

This concept of Shadmadham was popularized by none other than Adi Shankara, who is dated to 

540 BCE. Which means the concept has been prevalent in this land for atleast 2400 years. 

Each of these Madhams, path, religion have their temples, and the Constitution of India allows us to 

construct our own temples, and follow our religions traditions. These individual path temples are 

called denominational temples. 

There are also denominations outside this 6 primary Madhams and which may be a combination of 

any of the 6, or even outside the six. Our laws allow each one of them to follow their own practices 

and traditions. 

More on Shadmadham in our book, Breaking The Myths - About Society and Indo Japan – A 

Connect Over Millennia. 

http://www.bharathgyan.com/
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The British administrators for their administrative convenience, combined the 6 religions of 

Hinduism and administratively and legally through court decisions and statute put forth the 

religion of Hinduism. 

Combination of Shaivam and Vaishnavam 

The Sabarimala temple has a tradition which is a combination of Shaivam and Vaishnavam, making 

it a distinguished distinct denomination of Dharma Sasta. 

Historical as well as a tattva 

Swamy Ayyappa is historical as well as a tattva, principle of Panchabhuta and Hara Hari confluence. 

Temple opens only for short period 

Sabarimala is a special temple. The other temple, in villages and towns, open every day and there is 

every day puja. Whereas in case of Sabarimala, it opens only for a few days in a month, or on special 

days like Makara Sankranti.  

Sabarimala Temple only opens for specific period every year. 

The temple is opened during  

• Mandal Puja - 15th November to 26th December 

• Makaravilaku – 14th January 

• Mahavishuva Sankranthi – 14th April 

• First five days of each Malayalam month 

http://www.bharathgyan.com/
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The rest of the period, the temple is closed, so that we don’t disturb Swamy Ayyappa. 

After the temple is closed, Swamy Ayyappa goes into meditation, Dhyana. His Murti is adorned with 

vibhuti and Rudraksha Mala, and a danda and a japamala is placed near Him, to help Him enter 

Dhyana. This practice goes on to reiterate that the Murti of Swami Ayyappa is a living entity, and it 

doesn’t behove us to disturb His Dhyana and Naishtika Brahmacharya. 

Thus, this temple cannot be seen on par with other temples. It is ideal to call it a denominational 

temple. 

Temple Norms set by Ayyappa Himself 

Who visits the temple, when, on which days, after doing what vrata, and for how many days; these 

temple norms have been set by Veera Manikanta, Swamy Ayyappa Himself, before He went into 

yoga. These prescriptions, including time, people, conventions and traditions have been honoured 

by the people, for more than a millennia.  

 

There are unique aspects of a denominational temple, which is respected and given space in the 

Constitution of India. 

Thus, Sabarimala Temple is a denomination in its own right, and has all the rights pertaining to 

denominational practices, as per our Constitution.   

http://www.bharathgyan.com/
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Animal Sacrifice and Temple Entry barring 
In the last two centuries, two practices in temples which are alien to the ethos of the temples had 

crept in, namely, 

1. Temple entry barring for some 

2. Animal Sacrifice 

Both these practices have been rightly removed. So we are for corrective measures in our practices 

where errors have unfortunately crept in. But, changing the nature of a place against its nature is 

what goes against Nature. 

Varna Jathi 
Just as Hinduism was a merged form of Shanmadha introduced by the British, the Caste System was 

also a morphed and stratified form of societal norms introduced by the British, during the colonial 

era. 

Prior to that, this land followed the Varna - Jathi system.  

Jathi 

Jathi comes from the root Ja meaning to take birth, Jananam. 

Jathi refers to birth, species, in all Indian languages.  

Jathi denotes the lineage into which a person is born. Typically it referred to the family profession. 

Varna 

Varna comes from the Samskrt root Vr, meaning ‘to choose’. 

A bridegroom or a bride is referred to as a Var / Varan in Indian languages, as he or she has been 

chosen from amongst many. 

Colour is called Varna, for, colours give an option to choose. 

A boon is also called a Var, for, it is a request one places amidst a choice of many different things to 

ask for. 

The English words variety, various from the Latin source varius, also perhaps has the same root, as 

they all stand for many, diverse, different etc., which in turn gives the power of choice. 

In the context of Indian society, Varna denotes ‘Choice of skills.’ In other words Varna refers to “the 

chosen Profession”. 

These 4 Varna, professionals, from ancient times have been called Shudra, Vaisya, Kshatriya and 

Brahmana. 
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Swayamvara 

Varna as we have seen means “Choice”. A Samskrt word similar to Varna is Vara. 

The woman in this land always had the choice to choose their groom, Vara and it is always she and 

not the boy who makes the choice. Thus this is known as Swayam Vara in this land, whereby the 

woman chooses her husband. This is very much in tune with Nature and the animal kingdom, 

where we find lioness chose lion, tigress chose tiger etc.  

 

Sita Swayamvara 

Sanatana Dharma has always been in tune with Nature. 

Varna not valid in case of Swamy Ayyappa 
The four Varna is valid only for Nagara, town and Grama, village and was not valid in a Vana, forest. 

Ayyapaa is a Vanavasi. He has retired to the Vana. The rules of the organized society of Grama and 

Nagara are not the same for a Vana. This was recognized thousands of years back in India and there 

were separate set of societal rules for Vana and people living in Vana were called Vanavasi. 

They were not part of the Chatur Varna, meaning the societal norms of towns and villages, which 

are not to be applied in Vana where the needs and norms are different. 
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Panchama 
In the Indian tradition and social norm, such groups who had to be kept in isolation for their 

protection were known as the panchama, 5th order, besides the 4 Varna order.  

They were respectfully kept apart so that they can practice their way of life, without interference 

from those who did not understand the forests and tribal way of living. 

This was the recognized policy of Indian ethos.  

Since Swamy Ayyappa lives in the forest, similarly the order of the town does not apply in the 

forest, where the needs are different. 

The courts have not taken cognizance of this very earthy, Nature based ethos of India. 

More on this concept of Jathi, Varna and Panchama in our book Breaking the Myths – About 

Society.  

 

Why are we speaking of caste here? 

1.  To establish that many practices were brought in by the British and stratified through 

imposition of law 

2. In the original Jathi Varna System, there was a 5th Varna known as Panchama which was 

specifically for forest dwellers, Vanavasi. This was respectfully observed and recognized for 

centuries, for forest dwellers had different societal norms. Unfortunately, these forest 

dwellers during British days have been dubbed as Adi Vasi, and their practices have been 

suppressed by forest acts. When the Constitution of India was framed, these forest dwellers 

were referred to as tribals and were given special protection under our constitution. 
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Ayyappa lives in Vana and is looked after by Vanavasi, the tribes of this forest. As their 

guardian divinity, this temple and the tribes enjoy a special status.  

Samskrt and Samskriti 
The word Samskrt is derived from the word Sams and Krt, which means to do good. The ethos of 

this land is known as Samskriti, meaning that which brings good, or which has been honed well over 

many millennia. 

Every region has its own culture, as we cannot have the same set of ethos for different regions. 

What is followed in Kerala cannot be imposed in Manipur. 

Thus we see that the Namboodri priest who do Puja at Sabarimala leave open their upper body, 

while the same Namboodri priests cover their whole body at the Badrinath shrine, high up in the 

Himalayas. 

 

The Chief Priest of Badrinath 

 

Namboodri Priest of Sabarimala temple 
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Achar, Vichar, Kalachar, Desachar 
There are three prominent terms in the Indian ethos with the words Achar, namely Vichar, 

Kalachar, Desachar. 

The word “culture” shares its root both phonetically and semantically with the sound and concept 

of Kalachar. 

India is a nation that is ideational. It is bound by invisible threads. 

What do these statements signify? 

India is one culturally, yet, water harnessing techniques vary across regions. 

India is one culturally, yet the designs of shelters vary across regions. 

India is one culturally, yet food habits vary across regions. 

India is one culturally, yet clothing varies across regions. 

India is one culturally, yet languages vary across regions. 

India is one culturally, yet art forms vary across regions. 

So, how can this be called “one nation”? 

What binds the people of this land together is their common ability to understand local dynamics 

and differentiate it from global, universal factors. 

It was a common ethos across the land that man should adapt himself to his local surroundings and 

practice techniques that will keep the local region sustained. Yet, at the same time he should 

recognize and align himself with the principles of Nature that are cosmic, universal in level. 

Thus, the people of this land, at a higher level, were tuned to the same principles of Dharma, which 

formed the basis of their Kalachar, but at an individual level or at a community level practiced 

techniques that were local to that region, Desachar. 

Kalachar denotes techniques that have become fine tuned into an art and have transcended time to 

be applicable across the land. 

The word “culture” shares its root both phonetically and semantically with the sound and concept 

of Kalachar. 

India is thus a nation that is bound by a common Kalachar, her culture and is distinguished by her 

multitudes of Desachar. 
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It is this ideal of being able to live with one’s own Desachar, yet bind with others across the land, 

through the common Kalachar, which makes India an ideational nation bound by invisible threads. 

The word “ideational” is a word coined by Tagore to mean the land is held together by a set of ideas 

and ideals and not just by a man marked political boundary. 

An ultimate Vichar, thought. 

More on Achar, Vichar, Desachar, Kalachar, in our book, Breaking The Myths – Vol – 1 – About 

Identity.  

 

Similarly, different temples also follow different traditions and practices. A temple in Chennai will 

not have the same practices as a temple in Mangalore, although they are on the same latitude. For, a 

temple in Chennai is influenced by the Bay of Bengal. A temple in Mangalore is influenced by the 

Arabian Sea. We need to recognize and respect these local influences of Nature. We cannot impose a 

“one side split all” rule for the entire land of Bharatavarsha. This is where the concept of Desachar 

comes into play. 

India – A land of Diversity 

Conventions, Customs, Colours 

Conventions are built over decades, while customs are made over centuries. When customs are in 

sync with Nature, Prakriti, they become Samskriti, i.e. practices honed and well-defined over time. It 

is t3hese practices that showcase the colours and diversities of the land. India as a civilization is 

proud of its colours and diversities, which are its desachar. If we flatten up this diversity, then we 

lose the very purpose of unity in diversity.  
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Kerala  - A matriarchal society 
It is also to be noted Kerala has been traditionally a matriarchal society. Marumakkathayam is a 

traditional form of matrilineal inheritance in Kerala whereby the woman are holders of property. 

So inspite of Kerala being a matrilineal society where women have control of family, traditions and 

lineage, they still thought it fit to respect the Naishtika Brahmachari Vrata of Ayyappa and had 

voluntarily desisted from visiting His shrine in Sabarimala.  

No Bar in other Ayyappa Temples 
Ayyappa Temple of the Dharma Sastha tradition are all over in India and now in different parts of 

the world too. In all those places, there is no bar on the women of any age visiting the Ayyappa 

temples. 

Some of these temples being, 

1. Ayyappa temple,  Kakinad, Andhra Pradesh 

 

2. Mahalingapuram Ayyappa Temple, Chennai, Tamil Nadu 
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3. Ayyappa Swamy Temple, Jalahalli, Bangalore, Karnataka 

                

4. Ayyappa Temple, Mumbai, Maharashtra 

 

5. Ayyappa Temple, Goregaon 
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6. Ayyappa Temple, Kolkata, West Bengal 

 

7. Ayyappa Temple, Bokaro, Jharkhand 

 

8. Ayyappa Temple, Jaipur, Rajasthan 
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9. Ayyappa Temple, Sri lanka 

 

10. Ayyappa Temple, Coimbatore 

 

These are only few of the innumerable temples dedicated to Lord Ayyappa across the country, 

where women are allowed. 
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Ayyappa Temples across India where women are allowed 

It is only in Sabarimala, Lord Ayyappa has taken a personal vow, vrata there to be a Naisktika 

Brahmachari, in this abode of His. Thus this practice of women in their fertile age not visiting 

Sabarimala temple exists. There is no bar on women entering any other Ayyappa Dharma Sasta 

temples anywhere else in the world. 

Woman – Most vocal group for tradition 
Post the judgement, one of the most vocal groups asking for maintaining the tradition has been the 

woman folk. If they had been really aggrieved, we would not have seen such a voluntary uprising of 

the woman folk to maintain age old time honoured Dharma Sasta traditions. 
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No locus standi for the litigants 
When a person takes life insurance he can only take for his family members in whom he has 

personal interest. He cannot take life insurance for a good friend or a neighbor, however close they 

may be.  Such an insurance is invalid in the eyes of the insurance law.  

Similarly, in the case of the people who filed the litigation in the Sabarimala case, the litigants were 

not from the traditional family of people who visit Sabarimala, but were unconnected to the 

Dharma Sasta tradition. 

 So do they have a locus standi to bring up such a litigation? 

Sabarimala does not exclude woman 
Sabarimala does not exclude woman. It only requests them to avoid in their fertile age frame. 

This sort of tradition of allowing select few into temples is not unique to India alone. 

Other examples worldwide 
There are other examples the world over. A Few of them being, 

1. Japan – A sacred island in south-west Japan is home to Ominesanji Temple. This temple 

bans women and where male visitors must strip naked before going ashore, has been 

declared a UNESCO world heritage site.  
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Ominesanji Temple 

 

Japanese sacred island where woman are barred 
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2. Greece – Mount Athos is a mountain in Greece which has an autonomous status from the 

times of Byzantine Empire dating to 330 CE. The spiritual centre is recognized an artistic 

site and is a UNESCO World Heritage Centre and is a home to around 1400 Russian 

orthodox monks. This spiritual centre doesn’t allow woman and children.  

          

Mount Athos Spiritual Centre 
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Mount Athos, location 

As per Dr Graham Speake, the author of Mount Athos: Renewal in Paradise, a 10th century 

charter states that female animals are not allowed but does not mention women because "everyone 

knew that women were not allowed in men's monasteries". 

Entry, a discretion of Management  
At various clubs, hotels and commercial institutions of India, entry is only at the discretion of the 

management. The management of a recreation club or a star hotel, reserves the right to admission 

of anybody. When such a rule can be tenable in the eyes of the law, for a commercial enterprise to 

debar at their discretion and will, giving no reasons whatsoever, then why not a pious, a holy place, 

a divine place that has been a religious practice for thousands of years, have the right to have their 

own rules of practice, customs and convention, which specifically in this case includes the right of 

admission? 

 

Not the First time 
This attack on Swamy Ayyappa is neither the first and is nor going to be the last. In 1950, there was 

an attack inside the Sabarimala temple.  
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On 15th June 1950, a news of the massive fire, which damaged the inner parts of the Sabarimala 

temple, broke out. The original golden Murti was broken to smithereens. The Ayyappa devotees got 

together to make a new Murti, in the special and unique Yogasana posture of Sri Ayyappa. This time 

they made a panchaloha idol, Murti of 5 elements. This Murti was made and given by P T Rajan of 

Madurai at the specific request of a Srinivasa Ramanujan and Dr Saundarapandian of Chennai. This 

initiative of installing a new Murti of Swamy Ayyappa at Sabarimala had the blessings of Sri 

Shankaracharya of Kanchi Kama Koti Peetham, Sri  Chandrasekarendra Sarasvati Swamigal. 

 

P T Rajan 

After the Murti was made, it was respectfully taken in procession all over Tamil Nadu and Kerala 

and finally brought to the Sanidhyam at Sabarimala. Then proper Pranaprathishta rituals were done 

and the Murti was consecrated. 

On subsequent enquiry, it was found that converted Syrian Christian groups were responsible for 

this act. 

Click here for more details on this case: 

https://bharathgyanblog.files.wordpress.com/2018/10/sabarimala-temple-arson-case.pdf 

It is high time we deal with such vested interests with an iron fist. 

Reclaim Rights 

The Deity has all rights 

Lord Ayyappa is a juristic entity, and has fundamental rights under Article 21 and Article 25(1), 

including right to privacy. Swamy Ayyappa therefore has all the rights to preserve His Dharma 
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which is reflected in the temples customs at Sabarimala. So He has fixed the rules and rights to 

admission in His preserve, Abode. 

Pandalam Maharaja, the real Manager 

The temple is His abode. Pandalam Maharaja is the manager of His properties. The Devasom Board 

has wrongly taken over these functions of managing His property. Only the Tanthri can perform the 

rituals and not even the Maharaja or the Board. 

Being the Kshetresan, builder of the Ayyappa temple at Sabarimala, the Pandalam palace should 

have every right to manage the affairs of the temple. This link between Sabarimala temple and the 

Pandalam Palace goes back to the eons of time. The government or courts should not break this 

link.  

 

Pandalam Palace 

The royal Pandalam lineage of Lord Ayyappa rightfully still have the say in the temple ritual 

management, and should be  given back the full rights of the temple administration and ownership. 

The rights should be reclaimed back by the Dharma Sasta tradition, Ayyappa Bhaktha Samajam and 

the Pandalam Royal family.   

For more watch this interview by D K Hari and D K Hema Hari: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WI_vWefFRBk 

Also check out our interview in OneIndia: 

https://www.oneindia.com/india/sabarimala-sc-imposed-a-post-victorian-thought-on-us-which-

is-opposed-to-indian-ethos-2790199.html 
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